In this paper we describe a parallel implicit method based on radial basis functions (RBF) for surface reconstruction. Practical applicability of RBF methods is hindered by their high computational demand, that requires the solution of linear systems of size equal to the number of data points. The implementation of our method relies on parallel scientific libraries and is designed for exploiting Graphic Processor Units (GPUs) acceleration. The performance of the proposed method in terms of accuracy of the reconstruction and computing time shows that RBF interpolation can be very effective for large scale surface reconstruction problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ANY applications in engineering and science need to build accurate digital models of real-world objects defined in terms of point cloud data, i.e. a set of scattered points in 3D. Typical examples include the digitalization of manufactured parts for quality control, statues and artifacts in archeology and arts [12] , human bodies for movies or video games, organs and anatomical parts for medical diagnostic [4] and terrain elevation models for simulations and modeling [16] . Modern 3D scanners are able to acquire point clouds containing millions of points sampled from an object. The process of building a geometric model from such point clouds is usually referred to as surface reconstruction.
There are several approaches to reconstruct surfaces from 3D scattered datasets. Generally, such methods fall into two categories [17] : Delaunay-based methods and implicit surface methods. Delaunay triangulation, and other related approaches like Voronoi diagrams, are widely used in digital elevation modeling, and their core numerical problem is a nearest neighbor interpolation [2] . Implicit surface modeling is mostly popular in describing complex shapes and interactive graphical operations. Level set methods [24] , moving least square methods [11] , variational implicit surfaces [21] and adaptively sampled distance field [9] are recent developments in that field. In this paper, we present an implicit surface method based on radial basis functions (RBFs). In the 1980's, Franke [8] firstly used radial basis functions to interpolate scattered point cloud and proved accuracy and stability of such methods. In this approach, an implicit surface is constructed by calculating the weights of a linear combination of a set of radial basis functions that interpolates the given data points.
Practical applicability of RBF methods is hindered by their computational demand, since they require the solution of a linear system of size equal to the number of data points and current 3D data scanners allow the acquisition of tens of millions points of an object surface.
High Performance Computing is a natural solution to provide the computational power required in such large scale problems [15] . Here, we propose an RBF surface reconstruction method designed for a massively multi-core architecture, namely Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) [18] . Recently, GPUs have been effectively exploited to improve the performance of software tools in several scientific applications, such as computational fluid dynamics, molecular dynamics, climate modeling [6] , [7] , [10] . The core of our method is the construction of an RBF interpolant. We are not aware of RBF interpolation algorithms for GPU. To our knowledge, the most efficient parallel algorithm for RBF interpolation on multiprocessor clusters is PetRBF [22] . PetRBF exhibits O(N ) complexity, requires O(N ) storage, and scales excellently up to a thousand processes. Our proposed method relies on PetRBF and one of our main contributions consist in developing an improved version of PetRBF for surface reconstruction and GPU acceleration. Moreover, we show how to make a suitable choice of the algorithm parameters for accurate reconstruction from synthetic, real or incomplete datasets. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we deal with some mathematical preliminaries about implicit surfaces and RBF interpolation. In Section III, first we briefly recall main features of PetRBF, then we describe our method and illustrate our GPU implementation strategy. Section IV contains a discussion on the results of numerical experiments for assessing accuracy and performance of the method. Final conclusions are reported in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we recall basic ideas underlying implicit surface reconstruction and define the related RBF interpolation problem.
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A. Implicit Surface Reconstruction
Given a point cloud
belonging to an unknown surface M, i.e. X ⊂ M, the goal is to find another surface M * which is a reconstruction of M.
In the implicit surface approach, M is defined as the surface of all points (x, y, z) ∈ R 3 that satisfy the implicit equation
for an unknown function f . A way to approximate f is to impose the interpolation conditions (1) on the point cloud X . However, the use of those interpolation conditions only leads to the trivial solution given by the identically zero function, whose zero surface is R 3 . Therefore, the key for finding an approximation of the function f is to use additional significant interpolation conditions, i.e. involving from off-surface points (where f = 0). This ensures the existence of a non trivial interpolant P f , whose zero surface contains a meaningful surface M * . This approach leads to a surface reconstruction method which consists of three main steps: 1) off-surface points generation; 2) interpolant model identification on the extended dataset;
3) computation of the zero iso-surface of the interpolant. 1) Off-surface points generation: A common practice [20] is to consider the set of surface normals n i = (n x i , n y i , n z i ) to the surface M at points x i = (x i , y i , z i ). If these normals are not explicitly known, there are techniques and tools 1 that allow to estimate them. Given the oriented surface normals (n i and −n i ), the extra offsurface points can be generated by marching a small distance δ along the normals. So for each data point, x i = (x i , y i , z i ) two additional off-surface points are obtained. The first lies "outside" the surface M and is given by
; the second point lies "inside" and is given by
. , x 3N }, and X gives the overall set of points on which the interpolation conditions are assigned (see Fig. 1 ). The set X + δ implicitly defines a surface M + δ which passes through its points. Analogously, X − δ defines the surface M − δ . Those two surfaces can be considered as external and internal to M, respectively. The value of δ represents a small step size, whose specific magnitude may be rather critical for a good surface reconstruction [3] . In particular, if δ is chosen too large, this results in self intersecting M + δ or M − δ auxiliary surfaces. In our implementation we fix δ to 1% of the side of the bounding box of the data, as suggested in [23] . This step consists in determining a function P f whose zero contour (iso-surface P f = 0) interpolates the given point cloud data X , and whose iso-surface P f = 1 and P f = −1 interpolate X + δ and X − δ , respectively, i.e.
The values of ±1 for the auxiliary data are assigned in an arbitrary way. Such choice does not affect the quality of the results. Here we are interested to the zero iso-surface of P f .
3) Computation of the zero iso-surface of the interpolant: In order to evaluate the P f zero iso-surface and visualize it, we simply evaluate the interpolant P f on a dense grid in a bounding box containing the point cloud. This approach leads to some undesired artifacts, since there are points in the bounding box which do not belong to M * . A way to overcome this drawback and display only M * consists in evaluating the interpolant in a small surrounding volume of the surface M. This set is denoted as
where S 0 is the zero iso-surface of P f .
B. RBF interpolation
Given a set of N distinct points (x j , y j ), j = 1, . . . , N , where x j ∈ R s and y j ∈ R, the scattered data interpolation problem consists in finding an interpolant function P f such that:
In the univariate setting (s = 1), the interpolant P f is usually chosen in a suitable function space. A common approach assumes the function P f as a linear combination of certain basis functions B j
In a multivariate setting (x j ∈ R s , s > 1), the problem is more complex. As stated by the Mairhuber-Curtis theorem [5] , [13] , in order to have a well-posed multivariate scattered data interpolation problem, it is not possible to fix in advance the basis {B 1 , . . . , B N }, since the basis functions must depend on the data sites x j . The data dependent space for RBF interpolation can be easily generated by means of the radial functions:
The points x j to which the basic function ϕ is shifted are usually referred to as centers. While there may be circumstances that suggest to choose these centers different from the data sites one generally picks the centers to coincide with the data sites.
In fact, a practical interpolation problem consists of two subproblems: finding the interpolant P f and evaluating it on an assigned set of points. The coefficients c j in (4) are obtained by imposing the interpolation conditions (3)
This leads to solve the linear system of equations Ax = b in (5) .
Given a set of M points ξ = {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ M }, the evaluation of the interpolant P f on ξ can be computed as a matrixvector product (6) .
It is well known that in order to have a well-posed problem (5), the matrix A must be non-singular. Unfortunately, a complete characterization of the class of all basic functions ϕ that generate a non-singular matrix for an arbitrary set X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } of distinct data sites is still lacking. The situation gets better in case of positive definite matrices, that are always non-singular. Popular radial basis functions Φ j , that give rise to positive definite interpolation matrices, are summarized in Table II-B . We focused our work on the gaussian function, as in [22] .
III. GPU PARALLEL SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION
A brief description of the surface reconstruction algorithm is reported below:
Algorithm 1 Surface Reconstruction Requirements: point cloud X , surface normals n i , evaluation grid ξ 1: compute extended data set:
find the interpolant P f on X ext ; 3: evaluate P f on ξ; 4: render the surface;
Steps 1 and 2 have been already discussed in §II.A.
Step 3 requires a matrix-vector multiplication as stated in §II.B and the rendering step can be simply accomplished using either the MATLAB isosurface feature or other specific tools. The most computationally expensive step is the second one, that requires the solution of a system of 3N linear equation, where N is the initial point cloud size. In the following, we describe a parallel scheme for solving this RBF interpolation linear system.
A. Parallelization scheme
In handling problems with a large number of data points, as in surface reconstruction from clouds of millions of points, the large amount of memory storage can become a critical point. As the problem size grows, parallelization on distributed memory architectures becomes necessary. Domain Decomposition is a useful parallelization strategy for large scale interpolation, since the solution of the original system is built up by solving a set of smaller subproblems that interact through their interfaces. Below, we briefly overview the parallelization strategy of PetRBF, in a 3D setting. Let Ω be a 3D domain containing the point cloud and let partition Ω in overlapping sub-domains Ω k , k = 1, . . . , S. Moreover, letΩ k denote the empty intersection portions of subdomains Ω k (see Fig. 2 ). The solution of the RBF interpolation linear system Ax = b on the whole domain Ω can be obtained through an iterative method consisting in sequentially solving, for any Ω k , the linear (sub)system A k x Ω k = b Ω k , where A k , x Ω k and b Ω k are the entries in A, x, and b belonging to the subdomain Ω k , respectively. If at each iteration the solution on the entire domain is updated simultaneously after the solutions on every sub-domain are computed, we have an additive Schwarz method. Moreover, if the entries of x Ω k which are outside of the subdomainΩ k are discarded after the calculation on each subdomain Ω k , a restricted additive Schwarz method (RASM) in defined. RASM is known to converge faster than additive Schwarz, and requires less communication in a parallel setting. Notice that solving smaller systems of equations has the same effect of a preconditioning technique, and then RASM can be used in combination with any iterative method. PetRBF uses a Krylov subspace methods, namely the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES).
If the basis functions exhibit negligible global effects then A can be considered a band matrix, so that the matrix-vector 
RBF
Φ
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product, which is the predominant operation in GMRES, can be computed somewhat locally. Using a gaussian function as the basic function, it holds that A has the following entries:
Since the gaussian function decays rapidly, for a suitable choice of σ, the entries of A in (6) which correspond to the interaction of distant points can be neglected. Such resulting sparsity of A depends on the relative size of the domain compared to the standard deviation σ of the gaussian. If σ is kept constant while the size of the domain increases with N , the calculation load will scale as O(N ). The communication required to compute A k x Ω k is also restricted to a constant number of entries corresponding to neighbor points. Therefore, RASM entails a high level of parallelism at each GMRS iteration, and a good scalability for surface reconstruction problems with a domain size as large as hundreds (or even thousands) of σ [22] .
A remarkable implementation feature of PetRBF is the use of the parallel numerical library PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation) [1] . All vectors and matrices can be distributed via PETSc routines in a such way that each process stores only a local portion of data. In particular, this can be done by defining x and b as Vec PETSc objects. Overlapping and non-overlapping sub-domains can be handled by means of index sets (IS). A PETSc IS object is a global index that identifies the entries in each sub-domain and is distributed among the processes in the same way as the vectors. Recalling that the interpolation matrix has entries which depends only on the vector x of data sites and σ in the gaussian (eq. 7), it turns out that A can be represented as a MatShell PETSc object, that allows to perform matrix computations in a matrix-free way, i.e. without actually storing the matrix. Inner products, norms, and scalar products are computed by specific PETSc routines, and the solution of the linear system is obtained by calling the KSPSolve PETSc solver.
B. GPU implementation
Our basic idea consists in using the new PETSc GPU feature in the latest version of PETSc [1] . In fact, we have developed an improved version of PetRBF that extends the original code to GPU environments. GPU support to PETSc has been introduced by means of the CUDA framework and exploits the open source libraries THRUST [19] and CUSP [14] . THRUST is a collection of data parallel primitives that provide high level abstractions to describe efficient computations on GPU. CUSP is a sparse linear algebra toolkit for performing matrix operations and solving linear systems via CUDA on GPUs. They allows a transparent access to the GPU, without radically changes to the existing source code of PETSc. In PETSc GPU, two new subclasses VecCUSP and MatCUSP of the Vector and Matrix classes have been defined, which in turns rely on CUBLAS, CUSP, and THRUST routines to perform matrix and vector operations on the GPU. CUSP natively supports several sparse matrix formats:
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. KRAKÓW, 2013 It is worth noting that in PETSc GPU by using the routines VecSetType() and MatSetType() we can select the desired sparse matrix format simply with the command line option -mat_cusp_storage_format <format>, and switch from a CPU version to a GPU version by means of the command line parameters -vec_type cusp and -mat_type aijcusp.
Our GPU parallel implementation of the implicit surface reconstruction method in Algorithm 1 focuses on steps 2 and 3, i.e. construction of the RBF interpolant for the extended dataset (2) , and evaluation of such RBF interpolant on a given set of evaluation points. The most expensive operation in step 2 is the matrix-vector multiplication at each iteration of the RASM preconditioned GMRES. The choice of a suitable PETSc object for the sparse matrix A turns out to be crucial for the efficiency of the implementation of step 2 on the GPU. According to the results of specific experiments, we decided to use the Diagonal (DIA) sparse matrix format in CUSP, and the related CUSP sparse matrix operations. Besides taking advantage of very reliable and efficient CUSP routines, the resulting code exhibits a very low overhead for data transfer from host memory (CPU) to device memory (GPU). By contrast, in implementing step 3 we represented the matrix A as a MatShell PETSc object and then we used the CUDA kernel reported in Algorithm 3 below. This choice is justified by the fact that the matrix-vector multiplication in the evaluation step must be performed only once, so that the time needed to compute the non-zero entries of A, using the Algorithm 2 as in step 2, would nullify all the advantages of the efficient CUSP routines. Moreover, our CUDA kernel makes use of the shared memory portion of the device memory, whose low latency improves the performance of the computation.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for the construction of the interpolation matrix 1: for each subdomain Ω i do 2:
for each point x i in the subdomain Ω i do 3: for each point x j in the truncation area of Ω i do 4:
end for 6: end for 7: end for
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present some results of our method for surface reconstruction. The results were computed using a system equipped with an Intel Core i7-940 CPU (2,93 GHz, 8M Cache). The middleware framework is OS Linux kernel 2.6.32-28 and PETSc developer version 3.3.
First, we investigate the impact of the parameter σ on the quality of reconstruction. As we showed in §III.B, our method is very efficient for small values of σ compared to the domain size. However, besides efficiency, even the quality of the result also depends on the values of σ. This is because the accuracy The experiments carried out in [22] were designed only for equally-spaced lattice point distributions, and the point density was measured by the spacing h between the points. In that case, a good choice of σ, in terms of performance and accuracy, is that yielding h/σ ≈ 1.
For non-uniform unorganized data, more appropriate density measures can be devised. One is the so-called separation distance defined as
As shown in Fig. 3 , q X geometrically represents the radius of the largest (hyper)sphere that can be drawn around each point in such a way that no (hyper)sphere intersects the others; that is why it is sometimes called packing radius. Another measure, popular in approximation theory, is the so-called fill distance:
It indicates how well the set X fills the domain Ω. A geometric interpretation of the fill distance is given by the radius of the biggest empty (hyper)sphere that can be placed among the data sites in Ω (see Fig. 3 ); for this reason, it is also referred to as covering radius. Hence for scattered data, using (8) and (9), the heuristic "optimal" ratio h/σ ≈ 1 can be expressed as follows:
and
A. Tests on synthetic dataset
The experiments on synthetic dataset deal with a sphere, that allows to easily calculate (8) and (9) . In order to perform a test consistent with a real dataset, the widely scattered point cloud in Fig. 4 was selected.
As shown in Fig. 5 (top left) , a too small value of σ leads to a surface that actually interpolates the given point cloud but whose reconstruction quality is unsatisfactory. Notice that, even using (10) as in [22] , one couldn't achieve a better result (see Fig. 5, top right) . On the contrary, by using (11) and increasing the value of σ (see Fig. 5 , bottom left) the quality of the reconstruction improves up to the desired level (see 5, bottom right). It is interesting to note that for intermediate values of σ, though the quality is not globally satisfactory, it appears to be locally adequate, mainly in those parts of the surface where the points are at a distance d ≈ σ. 1) Tests on incomplete data: We assessed the sensitivity of our method to the lack of information by means of an incomplete dataset. We began with a dataset composed of 50% randomly chosen points from the previous dataset; Fig. 6 shows the new the point cloud. In this case, it turns out that an "optimal" value of σ is
This optimal value corresponds to the actual fill distance for the new dataset and provides a successful reconstruction of the sphere (see Fig. 6 , bottom). We remark that the old value σ = 0.157 would lead to a reconstructed surface which is not the desired sphere (see Fig. 6, top) .
Another interesting test deals with a point cloud belonging to the (upper) semi-sphere:
If we set σ = h X ,M + √ 2 = 0.157, then we can reconstruct the M + surface (see Fig.7 , top) from which the dataset was extracted. If we assume that the point cloud came from the whole sphere M, then the value of the fill distance would change to h X ,M = √ 2. The latter value of the fill distance gives an optimal value of σ = h X ,M √ 2 = 2, which leads to the reconstruction of the whole sphere, as shown in Fig. 7 , bottom.
B. Tests on real dataset
We briefly discuss the results of some tests concerning real dataset, namely the Stanford Bunny model. This is composed 438 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. KRAKÓW, 2013 of N = 8171 points, giving an extended dataset of N ext = 3N = 24513 points. In order to select a suitable value of σ, we need to calculate the value of the fill distance for the given dataset. On real datasets, where the geometry of the surface is either unknown or very complex, this task can be a real challenge. Recalling that the fill distance measures the data density in the membership domain, we introduce a new measure defined as
This represents the largest value of the distances between each point and its nearest neighbor point. For a dataset without multiple connected components, the fill distance can be approximated by
As in the case of synthetic dataset, a too small value of σ results in a low quality reconstructed surface (see Fig. 8 , top left)), intermediate values lead to reconstructions which are adequate only where there is a high density of points (see Fig.8, top right) , while the choice (12) of σ ≈ h X ,M provides the best result (see Fig. 8 , bottom). 
C. Tests on performance
We report some results on the performance of the GPU implementation of our method compared to its CPU implementation. CPU times refer to the execution on one core of the i7-940 CPU, and GPU times refer to execution on the Nvidia Fermi C1060 GPU, with 4Gb of RAM. The middleware software consists of PETSc developer version 3.3, compiled with GPU support, CUDA release 4.2, CUSP version 0.3.0 and THRUST version 1.5.2.
We have used synthetic point clouds of increasing size number N , i.e with an increasing the density. Since we want to emphasize the advantages in exploiting the GPU, we choose a constant value of σ (σ = 0.157). Notice that if the value of σ scaled with the density, then the problem would scale as O(N ), giving rise to a less noticeable GPU acceleration.
In Tab. II, we report the execution times on a single CPU and a single GPU, and also the resulting speed-ups for the interpolant construction (step 2 of the reconstruction algorithm), varying the size N of the dataset. To make a fair comparison, we fixed the number of iterations in GMRES to 50. Results in Tab. II show that, even though the RASM preconditioner is not available in CUSP, the GPU implementation achieves a 6.6 sped-up. In Tab. III we reported the execution times on CPU and GPU, and the resulting speed-ups for the interpolant evaluation (step 3), varying the size N of the point cloud and the size M of the evaluation grid. As expected, these execution times are substantially lower than those obtained for the step 2, but in this case the GPU is fully exploited and larger speed-ups are achieved. V. CONCLUSION We proposed a parallel method based on radial basis functions for surface reconstruction on GPU. Our implementation relies on GPU-parallel scientific libraries, in order to take full advantage of the computing power of the GPU device. We showed that reconstruction quality and performance of the method are strongly related to the gaussian RBF parameter σ. We proposed an optimal heuristic estimate of such parameter based on suitable density measures of the point cloud. Finally, the observed speed-ups and running times confirm that the RBF interpolation can be a very effective approach to solve large scale surface reconstruction problems.
